
Ecuador  –  July 9/16/18
On those days Fr. Heinrich Neuenhofen wrote to Fr. Arnold: ”A petition on his behalf 

“was initiated among the people and he had received guarantees by telegram. He felt 
that ‘recently in the eyes of many, even prominent people, I have become a persona 
grata [a welcome person], (at least it appeared so). He spoke about a possible 
successful counterrevolution of the conservative forces” (Josef Alt, transl. Frank Mansfield, 
Jacqueline Mulberge, p. 568-569).                                                                                                                            

Argentina  –  July 18, 1896 –  Fr. Arnold wrote to Fr. Friedrich Vogt in Argentina, 
            the editor in chief of the SVD magazine 
            “Argentinischer Volksfreund“ [Argentine peoples’ friend]

 “Vivat Fridericus” [Long live Frederick]! Dear Fr. Vogt! Esteemed confrere! Today I 
read in the calendar “Saint Frederick”, and so I wish you happiness and blessing for 
your feast day. May God the Holy Spirit keep you alive still for a long time to come and 
graciously grant you to do much good with mouth [and hand]. As far as I can see, the 

“Argentine peoples’ friend” is well received – the way it was edited first by Fr. Hegge 
and now by you. As time passes, may it grow still more and more into a strong man, 
loved by friends and feared by foes.

I hope you get along pretty well with Fr.Ernst, your rector or superior (which 
title does he have). Stick together faithfully! Observe well the rule of the Society, 
particularly take care of meditation, weekly confession and the avoidance of useless 
communication with worldly people. 

There are cases where you must visit worldly people in their homes. Otherwise it 
is best if you don’t visit them but they come to you and then you neither share a meal 
nor have drinks, but do your business quickly.  What else will happen in Buenos Aires 
with you, God the Holy Spirit will show us through his guidance (Josef Alt, Arnold Janssen 
SVD, Briefe nach Südamerika [Letters to South America], vol. I, p. 171-172).

Togo  –  July 28, 1896

On this day the Propaganda appointed Fr.Hermann Buecking Prefect Apostolic of 
Togo (Karl Müller, Geschichte der katholischen Mission in Togo [History of the Catholic Mission in Togo], 
Steyler Verlagsbuchhandlung Kaldenkirche, 1958, p. 86).                                

Saint Arnold’s advice for us now

God helps! Therefore Courage!
The Lord God will show us 

that our trust in him is never in vain!
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JUNE 1896 –  Argentina
June 22  –  Letter of Mother Maria to the Sisters in Argentina 

I received your dear letters which, however, caused me pain and distress because 
of the sickness of our dear Sr. Agatha. Yesterday we  immediately began a novena. May 
the dear Mother of Perpetual Help grant you, dear Sr. Agatha, a speedy recovery so 
that you will still be able to do much for the honour of God and the benefit of humanity. 

… Dear Sr, Agatha! You are suffering a lot; but our dear Lord knows everything and 
each little cross is written in the book of life. We must all fulfil our role according to 
the holy will of God,  one through work, another through studies and a third through 
bearing suffering and pain… Dear Sisters, I also feel very much what it means to have 
a sick sister with you, while you are so overloaded with work (Ortrud Stegmaier,ed., M. Maria 
Stollenwerk, Briefe an die Schwestern (Letters to the Sisters], p. 64). 

Steyl  –  June 22  –  Mother Maria writes to Arnold Janssen

She tells of sicknesses among the sisters: “I have often thought hopefully that 
applications according to the method of Kneipp might be healing for sisters with 
nervous disorders. May I respectfully request permission for the sisters to write down 
their sickness, etc.? 

We  have a very good installation for bathing and can even, if permitted, give 
showers, but unfortunately we lack water. I do not believe it would cost much if a pipe 
could be laid from the new wing to the bathing room. May I respectfully request it?” 
(Ortrud Stegmaier, ed., transl. Jacqueline Mulberge. Groundwork, p. 393).

Brazil  –  June 29  –  Fr. Arnold writes to Frs. Dold and Tollinger
The future of the mission
After only a short time in Brazil the newly arrived Fr. Wilms had died, and in this 

letter Fr. Arnold informs the two missionaries of the appointment of the young priest 
Fr. Benzerath as their new co-worker, In particular he was to support Fr. Dold who 
suffered from TB. Then he continues: “I thank you for the many thorough letters which 
I have received from both of you. I am especially grateful to Fr. Tollinger for his map 
and the detailed care with which he tried to explain to me the situation over there. 
I am really grateful for everything. It puts me in an even better position to correctly 
assess the conditions there. 

Since Espirito Santo is to be raised to a diocese, the ordering of your concerns 



will still drag on for a while. A definite taking over of the mission there would clear up 
some serious circumstances; on the other hand it is not appropriate, since Leopoldina 
still belongs to the parish of Queimados and has definitely to be raised to a parish 
in its own right. Furthermore, we cannot remain in that mission, if we don’t have the 
prospect of such employment on which a whole, albeit small, province can be founded. 
For without a provincial structure there is no prospect of a permanent existence there. 
In any case, the future bishop has to be asked, if he intends to contribute towards it.

Some thoughts concerning Fr. Benzerath’s singing capability
Fr. Arnold wrote in this letter: I think Fr. Benzerath “studied his theology well. On the 

other hand I found out that in cantus, in the singing, his training is not yet complete. 
For that reason I have to tell one or both of the two priests with whom he will work, 
to give him 15 minute singing lessons 1-3 times a week until he has become more 
proficient (or he has definitely proven that singing lessons are useless for him); in 
particular, he must practice each time before he is supposed to sing. Therefore, Fr. 
Dold can continue the singing lessons which he gave earlier on, but he must not wear 
himself out in doing that (Josef Alt, Arnold Janssen SVD, Briefe nach Südamerika, [Letters to South 
America], Vol I, pp. 167-168). 

Kaiser Wilhelmsland / New Guinea  –  June 30, 1896   
On that day the new missionaries for Kaiser Wilhelmsland, the priests Franz 

Vormann and Josef Erdweg, the Brothers Canisius Hautkappe, Eustochius Tigge and 
Theodulph Schmitt, left the port of Genoa (Italy) for Singapore. There they were to 
meet up with the new Prefect Apostolic, Fr. Limbrock who was to come from China 
(Josef Alt, transl. Frank Mihalic, Letters to New Guinea and Australia, p. XXXIX).

July 1896  –  USA  – July 3, – Arnold Janssen writes to Br. Wendeln

First of all Fr. Arnold informed Br. Wendelin of the imminent departure of Br. 
Homobonus for the USA where he would arrive on July 30 or 31. “You will have 
no doubt already have rented a temporary apartment. I am thinking of something 
rather modest and not too costly. After all, two Brothers do not yet form a religious 
community. But at least you will have a home and a Brother who will look after you. 
Brother Homobonus will be able to forward letters and documents to you when you 
are travelling.

As soon as possible send me a full description of your first home. Live in genuine 
piety and true brotherly love, and may the holy angels be your companions (Josef Alt, 
transl. Robert Pung SVD, Peter Spring, Letters to the United States of America., Steyler Verlag Nettetal, 
1998, p. 7-9).                     

Steyl  –  St. Michael’s Mission House and Convent of the Missionary Sisters  –  July 5

That day in Steyl saw the investiture and vows of the Brothers. Their relatives, 
namely the ladies, were hosted in the convent of the sisters, as Mother Maria writes 
in her chronicle. Then she continues: At this time Rev. Fr. Superior decreed that the 
sisters should take up  their studies again. Two courses for future teachers were 

formed. With regard to the novitiate, the beginning was made with catechism classes 
twice a week as well as biblical history. According to their ability they were given 
classes in German, Spanish or English. The Postulants learned Spanish. The teaching 
staff were Fr. Reinke as well as Srs. Michaele, Gabriele, Hildegard, Caecilia, Augustina 
and Felicitas.    

Togo  –   July 8  –  Presentation of a new Apostolic Prefect

At the end of July 1895 Fr. Arnold presented all six priests [in Togo], including the 
two superiors [ecclesiastical and religious, Dier and Buecking], with two questions 
to be answered in writing: “1. Who is most worthy and most suitable to be prefect 
apostolic of Togo, a. first choice, b. second choice? – 2. Who is most worthy and most 
suitable to be provincial, a. first choice, b. second choice?” The result was that on July 
8, 1896 Fr. Arnold presented the religious superior at the time, Fr. Herman Buecking, 
to the Propaganda as ecclesiastical superior, and not the acting ecclesiastical 
superior Fr. Dier (cf. Josef Alt, transl. Frank Mansfield, Jacqueline Mulberge, Journey in Faith, p. 647)

China  –  July 16  –  Letter of Fr. Arnold to Bishop Anzer

Legal title of the properties owned in Steyl 
Fr. Arnold wrote: “I would like to hear something about the title under which the 

buildings and land of the mission are registered: whether, and in what way, care has 
been taken that the property will remain in the name of the mission after you shall 
have left this life.” 

Arnold Janssen adds that he himself gave away all the property registered in his 
name in Steyl and “handed it over to a communal ‘Genootschap’”, to which was also 
transferred St. Annahof, registered in the names of the priests Wegener, Eikenbrock 
and Blum. The printing works registered in the name of his brother Johannes was 
also registered with them. Furthermore, Father Peil had also transferred his brother’s 
property in Steyl, which was registered in his name, to the ‘Genootschap’. “The 
whole thing was done by a notary public according to the pattern, as now almost all 
cooperatives do, including the Jesuits, etc. (Josef Alt, Arnold Janssen, transl. Frank Mihalic, 
Vincent Fecher, Letters to China, Vol I, Rome 2002. p. 458). 

Mission Appointment for new missionaries
In the same letter Fr. Arnold informed the Bishop that only one newly ordained 

priest had definitely applied for China, Fr. Gerhard Heming. Others were undecided, 
and had to be assigned elsewhere. “We now have six missions, and four houses 
in Europe. That would already call for 10 men, if each post would get just one to 
cope with a growing population and current needs. Moreover, there are always so 
many who show an understanding and  inclination for America. … A number of newly 
ordained priests are at the end of their  studies  so weak and of delicate health, that 
they are ‘not suitable for the missions, and can only do half a man’s work here at 
home’. Anyway, earlier on, you yourself requested me to send fewer missionaries, and 
so only Rev. Heming and Brother Friedrich (Anton Platzkoetter), will be going. Both will 
be traveling on a ship sailing from Genoa on Sept. 21 or 22nd” (ibid., p. 459-461). 
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